ELEVATION AT END OF BEAM
(Flanges Not Shown For Clarity)

Spacing Bars 4K 2"
Spacing Bars 5Z 2/36
Perpendicular 2 1/2" Clear to End of Beam
Safety Sleeve with Cap (See Note 8)

Bars 4K (Typical)
Bands with Bars 4K & 5Z

Bars 3D
1/4" Chamfer (Typical)
Bars 301 or 302
Bars 4L should not be tied to stirrups

Insert Spacing (See Insert Notes)
7/8" (Nominal)

Bars 5Y

Bands with Bars 4K & 5Z

1/4" Chamfer

Bars 2/36 (Typical)

9" Bars 301 or 302 @ 6" max.
sp. with Bars 4K as shown (See Note 9)

NOTES:
- Work this Index with Index No. 20210 - Typical AASHTO Type III Beam Details and Notes and the AASHTO Type III Beam - Table of Beam Variables in Structures Plans
- For referenced notes, see Index No. 20110
- For Dimensions L, N, V1 thru V4 and number of spaces S1 thru S6, see AASHTO Type III Beam - Table of Beam Variables

END VIEW

SECTION A-A
(Showing Bars 4K, 5Y & 5Z Only)